
Technologies Soluons Group at a Glance
Technologies Soluons Group (TSG) is a privately held company with a targeted, diversified, and
strategic porolio revolving around supply chain and work-flow automaon products. TSG develops
and produces proprietary risk management devices and operang suite workflow soware targeng
the needs of various industries, including the healthcare industry.

TSG’s execuve team has an average of 30 years of experience in AIDC/RFID. We offer an array of
emerging proprietary medical products , key patents, and trademarks defining our company as a leader
in healthin healthcare automaon plus a solid background in AIDC for various industries.

Our Success
The core of our success and industry leadership is not only  the quality of our products and services,
but our elite partnership with all major industry experts which provide access to special programs,
insider knowledge, and expert support. As a full soluon provider, TSG is commied to offering
end-to-end soluons for our client operaons and workflow procedures. TSG offers programming
services, engineering, product development, sales, service, and markeng under one roof. We can
design, develop,,and manage your project from start to finish.
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Why Technologies Solutions Group?

Excellent Service and Support
“We support everything we sell” is Technologies Soluons Group moo. Our belief is each 
product needs to include support, integraon, and training from installaon to answering 
quesons and elimanng your concerns. Our services include design, development, installing, 
remote support, troubleshoong, and manufacturer support.

Healthcare Products
Healthcare’s specific requirements are not included 
in the standard AIDC products. TSG caters to the 
unique healthcare workflows and paent safety.

Scanners
Integrated scanners for mulple plaorms: 1D, 2D,
LF, HF, UHF tehered or component level with 
an-microbial and detergent ready opons for 
healthcare environments.  We will opmize 
scanners to meet performance needs based on
applicaon requirements.

Printers
Direct thermal and thermal printers are smaller
with beer features for healthcare industries. 
An-microbial, RFID, and high density prinng
are just a few key features now offered.

Monitors
Our monitors makes infecon control easier! 
Fixed staons and medcarts have an-microbial
and detergent coangs. 

VISI-Sponge
Our complete network-based system allows 
hospitals to easily track surgical tools using RFID,
font recognion, body detecon, and data entry
in real-me. VISI-Sponge data collecon provides
valuable reports for your organizaon.

VeRXify
Our opcal sensor system monitors entry/exit of
a hospital room plus WHO hand hygiene compliance
24/7. All collected data is stored for compliance
reporng and training.

SaniTrack
Our customizable RFID hand hygiene, wall-mount
sanizer system tracks and stores all hand hygiene 
acvity data in the room per WHO safety guidelines.

Steramist
TSG ulizes Steramist for pharmacy and clean
room decontaminaon since 2014. Our safe
H1N1 formula is guarantees a six log kill on most
surfaces. Steramist also decontaminates health-
care masks at our facility with soware for 
tracking collecon and distribuon of 
dedecontaminated masks for healthcare employees.
TSG will provide barcodes for your masks if you 
decide to use your exisng tracking system.

Custom Software
Most hardware and consumable offerings are
mostly driven through available soware opons.
TSG’s skilled systems analysts will develop a system
to meet your business needs for exsng 
applicaons/systems, Android applicaons, and
other portable terminals.



“Efficiencies in moon.” We live and breathe our moo every day. As workflow, 
automaon, and efficiency experts, we strive to enhance your business processes from 
the technology side to incorporang lean principles and protocols for opmal soluons. 
Moving and tracking products at every level and as seamlessly as possible is one of our 
major goals.

Food and beverage companies need to be able to distribute and deliver their products as efficiently 
as possible through supply chain due to shrinking margins. Advancements in prinng and scanning 
technologies has made this possible.

As the cannibas, hemp, THC, and CFP markets evolve, so does the need to enhance high definion 
color prinng, packaging, and scanning. We provide powerful soluons not only in this area but also 

products to enhance plant growth for quicker turn rates and less waste.

The chemical industry (pharma, hazardous waste, manufacturing) constantly changes it’s rules and 
regulaons creang obsolescence and waste. TSG develops programs to eliminate this money and 
resource waste.

Food manufactoring has changed quite a bit in recent years with quality standards increasng to 
offset liability costs. TSG developed a product for logiscs, supply chain, and hand hygiene 

monitoring with workflow to ensure higher safety measures.

Warehousing is the oldest and steadiest applicaons using AIDC equipment. From WMS to prinng 
applicaons, TSG has fulfilled literally every applicaon a warehouse has called for. Rack labeling, 
signage, print and apply, conveyor scanning, and mobile terminals are just a few of the applicaons 
we have addressed.

Route management provides efficient deliveries and customer service. TSG deploys systemsto track 
vehicles, monitor shipments, and alert customers in real me. Route management paired with 

labeling, packaging, and shipping subsystems provides an opmal soluon for any carrier.

The Internet of Things (IOT), connects the smallest device to your network infastructure for a variety 
of reasons. Remote monitoring is a big part of TSG;s mandate. Let us hshow you how to do it!

TSG works with medical supply companies  and medical distributors developing challengine 
applicaons for pharma and medical manufactoring. TSG has a variety of soluons  to fit your 

needs.

Working with government accounts creates many challenges, but in many ways the government 
needs exactly what the commercial sector dictates. TSG works with many government agencies and 
over many years we provided solulons on a global scale.

www.t-sgrp.com

www.t-sgrp.com
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Technologies Soluons Group offers a full suite of professional services designed
to remove the heavy liing off the customer and provide superior automaon to 
increase your ROI. Whichever professional service you choose, TSG will as much 
or as lile as you designate for a hassel-free process.

TSG’s most basic service plan is break-
fix support, which allows the customer
to ship broken equipment or devices for 
repairs.

TSG has more than 30 years of industry
experse to provide consultaons for 
businesses and insight on barcode,
labeling, and prinng solluons.

An assessment of this type maps out
devices, databases, systems, and more
in order to idenfy an organizaon’s
most crical assests.

TSG leverages a tested and proven process 
to offer comprehensive site surveys and
infrastructure planning.

TSG develops custom applicaons
to meet unique business needs and
any industry/environment requirements,
including GHS, UL/CSA, and customer
compliance requirements.

TSG can house inventory for businesses
with high volume supply orders so they
can have their labels when they need them.

If customers find that equipment is not working,
they can contact TSG and ship the items in 
queson for repairs. The equipment is repaired 
in a mely manner and shipped back to the 
customer. Break-fix support provides companies 
with a reliable cost-effecve method of device 
rrepair as well as a feeling of comfort knowing 
TSG’s experienced repair team is on the job. 

Whether your business is in need of barcode,
labeling, and prinng soluons as well as terminals,
wireless infrastructure, and database design/data
mapping from an ERP to an applicaon, TSG can be
your soluon.

Our experienced systems analysts have been tried
and and tested countless mes, making them the best in
the industry. If you would like to schedule a 
consultaon, contact us today at 443-542-5546.

This process greatly improves the efficiency of
processes and leads to a more organized enterprise.
TSG’s dedicated team members conduct thorough
asset inspecons to ensure that each customer
can meet, and surpass, their business goals.

This process begins with a needs analysis, which
is an inial assessment of your budget, RFID 
compliance mandates, compliance goals, and any
other factors unique to your company. The next 
steps include a preliminary site survey to gain an
understanding of the IT infrastructure and 
manumanufacturing processes followed by the wireless
architecture and physical installaon. TSG offers 
training from a team member that is familiar with 
all aspects of wireless networking.

By employing a variety of prinng techniques,
TSG can ensure that any size or decoraon
requirements are met. To support these prinng
technologies, TSG has a dedicated and experienced
team eager to understand your package or label
compliance needs.
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Systems Development and Custom Applications

At TSG, we are systems analysts specializing in 
workflow opmizaon. TSG analyizes every 
variable within the workflow process in order 
to design a custom soluon that will opmize 
efficiencies on every level. Soware is a large 
factor of the development process and includes 
user iuser interacon and applicaon peripherals.

Remote Monitoring
TSG offers remote monitoring tools for 
the customer with training. If you prefer, TSG
provide all the support, monitoring, and 
service  remotely
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Mobile Computers
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Zebra TC52
The ulmate in rugged touch compung
inside the four walls and outside.

Large 5 inch HD display
Advanced higher-resoluon touchscreen
Advanced scan engine for quick data capture
Rugged impact protecons

Wearables
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Enterprise mobility is rooted in the ability to capture data in real me. However, lab applicaons are much different than warehouse applicaons. The ability to scan very high density barcodes
to 100 mil retroreflecve stock takes experse to specify the proper equipment, opcs, barcode mil specs, materials, and the variables associated with scanning. This is where TSG excels.

Inspector Model D4000
RJS Technologies, Inc. Inspector series portable
barcode verifiers are accurate, repeatable devices
that are used world-wide to ensure barcodes will
work throughout the supply chain. Simple, reliable
tools that can handle the stress of an industrial
environment for many years are a few of the
hallmarhallmarks of the Inspector series.

The new QuickScan QD2500 imager from Datalogic is
an entry level 2D corded handheld scanner that punches
well above its weight when it comes to performance. It
is the robust and reliable companion in the retail sector
for your POS checkout, built for many years of connued
service. It effortlessly reads a full range of barcodes, be
ththey damaged, hard to read, or poorly printed. In
addion, with today’s COVID-19 safeguards in place, the
QD2500 imager is opmized to seamlessly read through 
plexiglass barriers. All of these must-have benefuts are 
available at an incredibly affordable price, making the
QuickScan QD2500 imager the latest and most desirable
addion to the Datalogic family of renowned handheld
babarcode scanners.

QuickScan QD2500 imager
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Mobile Device Monitoring





Epson C3500
Low cost, full process color prinng

Ideal for trade show badges
Auto cuer included
Easy loading and handling

Healthcare

Retail

Using color in prescripon labeling, infusion, 
wristbands, and lab labeling allows for differenaon 
and highlighng key informaon. 

Epson color printers produce cost effecve media 
without having to pre-print stock. Reduced lead mes 
allows for faster price changes for faster sales.

Color prinng allows for real me prinng and emulaon of historically pr-printed material. No more 
out-dated pre-printed stock and increased cost savings. TSG will review your applicaon and provide 
the best color prinng opons for opmal ROI.

TSG partners with Epson to offer efficient, reliable, and rugged industrial color
prinng soluons. Epson’s state-of-the-art printers enable you to eliminate
two-step prinng processes and preprinted label stock, while enabling you to
easily comply with regulatory or industry label requirements. These soluons
come equipped with easy-to-use Wasatch SoRIP Label Edion soware for
precise color matching.
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Label Lines
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No one manufacturer is all things to all people. TSG has contracted
with a wide variety of manufacturers who specialize in various
areas. From large volume manufacturing and fulllment to small
runs of barcoded rack labels TSG has you covered.

Our stock barcode labels are available using a variety of barcode
labeling technologies. Choose the soluon that’s right for your
applicaon.

TSG will help you meet the labeling regulaons of your industry
including:

TSG’s stock barcode labels are available and ready to ship to meet your traceability needs.

TSG partners with leading national stock label suppliers
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TSG offers industry-leading barcode soware and automaon soluons, as well as installaon and
custom integraon services, that can meet your unique business needs. Our partnerships with leading
barcode label soware companies allow us to provide best-in-class label generaon and automated
label prinng soluons for any size business.

TSG offers businesses industry-leading barcode soware and automaon soluons that improve
producvity and increase efficiency. Let us assist you in deploying your next applicaon. With over 30 years
of experience, our team of experts can design a custom applicaon that fits your business requirements.

Barcode ERP integraons links printer operaons with other supply chain management and ERP
soluons to improve efficiency across your operaons. TSG’s barcode label prinng soluons are
compable with most ERP soware providers for a total soluon to fit your business.
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Rack Labeling and Signs

At TSG, we know that warehouses, distribuon centers, and manufacturers have high demands for clear
organizaon and efficient labeling systems. We offer a wide range of labels and ensure that our customers
receive complete, customized soluons for all of their labeling needs. From the inial consultaon to the
installaon, TSG will work with you to create facility labels that are specifically designed to meet the needs
of your business.

TSG offers warehouse magnets for any applicaon you can imagine.
Constant label changes in your warehouse can be difficult and oen 
leaves behind scky remnants of the adhesive. Warehouse magnets 
provide a temporary or adjustable solutuion for your applicaon.

                         TSG assists with custom designed
warehouse aisle signs that will set your facility apart.
You can customize the right combinaon of polyester 
or retro reflecve label materials, barcode type, 
leering, color tabs, and mounng applicaons.

To keep your warehouse running at peak efficiency, you need to ensure your employees can quickly
navigate your facility with highly visible signs. Whether you are in the early stages of implemenng a 
WMS system or updang an exisng facility, hanging signs can be engineered to fit your building design
and improve your picking, packing, and shipping operaons. TSG offers everything from warehouse aisle
signs with polyester or retro-reflecve labels for a professional apperarnce, bent warehouse signs for 
ulmate visibility, and flat warehouse signs as a fast, inexpensive soluon. TSG guides you to a soluon
ththat works best for your facility.

TSG offers many opons of warehouse signs for warehouse locaon and long range 
scanning purposes.
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When you choose TSG for your supplies you receive:

King

Selecng the ideal barcode supplies for your business can somemes be overwhelming, but our
customers have determined that supplies from Sony, SATO, Zebra, and Iimak are some of the best
in the industry.

For large run orders, we commonly seed the label boxes with the proper amount of 
ribbons needed to generate them. This will eliminate stockouts, consolidate inventories, 
and assure the right ribbon is being used for the applicaon.

Thermal Transfer Ribbons

Our solutions are compatible with a variety of print media including:

                         Wax ribbons are ideal for a wide range of
label materials, are suitable for coated and vellum papers,
and tend to be the most economical soluon.





TSG designs, develops, and supplies a wide variety of RFID products where unmanned scanning makes 
sense compared to convenonal data collecon technologies. TSG will analyze your applicaon not 
only for the best RFID offering commensurate with the applicaon, but also pu ng together a 
comparison to tradional technologies such as barcode and vision systems.

We partner with leading providers such as Zebra Technologies, Impinj, 
and SATO to offer a full line of RFID readers that accommodate data 
collecon from a variety of distances. LF, HF, and UHF are typical 
frequency offerings. Choose from handheld and fixed readers for both 
mobile and conveyor applicaons.

RFID printers allow you to print and encode RFID tags to help track 
assets or manage your supply chain, warehouse, or yard. RFID printers 
are designed to accommodate media commonly used for RFID labels 
and tags - and to accommodate high-speed, high-volume use. Our 
systems analysts can advise you on the best value  and performance 
opons for your company.

RFID relys on the marriage between the reader, antenna, environment, and tag to align broadcast 
distance for the opmal read. There are a lot of variables associated with designing a system which 
provides close to 100% scannability with no data loss. TSG specializes in designing these applicaons 
and have actually designed proprietary products specifically for healthcare niche applicaons.
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Medical Carts

Amico Hummingbird Custom CTM Cart
Amico’s Hummingbird Mobile Computer Workstaons facilitate access to paent
medical records and medicaon at the point of care. Streamline workflows and 
processes for Caregivers, control cost, and enhance paent engagement and safety.

• Lightweight design, ergonomic handles, independent display height, and sit-to-stand 
   adjustment provide the ulmate easy to move ergonomic workstaon for enhanced 
   caregiver efficiency.

• Minimal • Minimal footprint, easy-glide casters, and cart lights enable non-disrupve mobility, 
   day and night.

• Fully adjustable monitor and ergonomic keyboard tray adjust easily to enhance 
   paent interacon at the bedside.

• Maximal upme of up to 18 hours with rapid charge LiFePO4 baeries.

• Network-based fleet management provides real-me monitoring and seamless 
    integraon with exisng fleet.


